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EMERGING FROM
COVID
A JUNIOR MEMBER’S
PERSPECTIVE
by Patrick Wainwright, Advocate at the Cape Bar, 0 years in
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e are all going through an unprecedented crisis. But this is
particularly precarious for us baby juniors with fledgling
practices, trying to take to the skies. The fear, so common among
advocates that it needs a name, is heightened among new
practitioners: the fear of not being briefed; of staring into the
briefless abyss; of wandering around sans briefs.
Part of the fear is the uncertainty: where will the next brief
come from? Where do briefs come from? How do you get your
name out there? Part of the generally known strategy, prior
to this Covid calamity, was to ‘show face’, to knock on doors
and introduce yourself to members of the Bar. An encouraged
practice, which was both daunting and effective. A tradition
that has many benefits: it creates a sense of community, which
in turn keeps us honest but also supported. It was also a means
of ‘putting oneself out there’ to be pulled in on briefs. However,
as a direct result of the Covid-19 contagion, we have been
discouraged from even attending chambers let alone knocking
on doors of senior counsel.
For a brief moment prior to all things Covid, we baby juniors
experienced the collegiality of walking down Keerom, robes
swishing in the South Easter, waving to fellow colleagues, of
lift-side niceties, and coffee shop banter. As we work more and
more online, the future of these modes of collegiality appears
bleak. How do we maintain a sense of community? How do
we recreate that environment in the virtual space? Is it even
possible? Like wind-swept, sleep-deprived, rain-drenched
survivors of a storm, we are wondering around with more
questions than answers, peering at the horizon for a ray of hope.
Perhaps we should accept that the community will be in a
collegial coma for some time to come but hold onto hope that
it will reawaken as life slowly returns to normal (or something
like it). And as it does, we implore our seasoned colleagues
(who have weathered many a storm) to help keep collegiality
alive. Let’s endeavour to resurrect practices like lunchtime talks,
pub quizzes, cocktails functions and floor teas whilst practising
safe social distancing. Where it is not possible to do so, let us
recreate these forms of collegiality online. (A poor facsimile of
the real thing, but better than nothing.) And perhaps we can be
imaginative and think up new modes. For example, Rudi van
Rooyen SC created a blog during lockdown aimed at staying
in touch with members of the junior bar by means of sharing
snippets of legal info and offering an understanding ear for
those times when not even the dog wants to listen to you anymore.
With efforts like this, and those described above, we will be able
to maintain that sense of community which enticed many of us
to join the Bar in the first place. A
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